


Dear Backers,
This catalog gives you more accurate descriptions of each item included in the Shadows of Esteren Kickstarter. 

Each entry has the following information:

Name of the item
Edition: There are three types: Standard Edition (regular edition, the one available in stores), Kickstarter Special Edition
(special content or cover, only available during the Kickstarter campaign or on special occasions), and Limited Edition

(for books stamped and numbered from 1 to 600, with a special cover and for minis numbered from 1 to 1000).

Included in: List of the pledges including this item.

Available as an option in: Lists the pledges featuring this item as an option.

Option (PDF): The price to add a PDF version of this item to your pledge.

Option (Printed): The price to add a physical version of this item to your pledge.

MSRP: The item's retail price. “Not available in stores” means that this item is only available for this Kickstarter or
during other special events such as conventions.

How can I take options ?
Click « manage my pledge » and add the amount of your option(s). When you manage your pledge just keep your pledge

level the same but change the amount that you are pledging to account for any add-ons you want. When we send you the

survey at his end of the campaign, you will tell us what the extra funds are for.

For example :Farl Collector ($100) + Book 0 Prologue Standard Edition ($12) 

+ Set of 6 Universe Artworks ($20) + Adeliane Mini ($25) + Urvan Mini ($25).

So it is $182 altogether. Do not forget to add the shipping cost if you live outside US or Europe. 

If you have any question, please contact us here: shadowsofesteren@gmail.com
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Edition: Standard (softcover)

Included in: Varigal, Greater Gouvran

Available as an option in: All rewards tier including a physical item.

Option (PDF): Free! Download it here

Option (Printed): Add $12 to your pledge

MSRP: $14.90

Prologue is an 80-page book including 3 scenarios, premade Characters, an overview of

the universe, and a summary of the system. For more information about this book, you

can read this review on RPG.net. 

Edition: Kickstarter Special Edition (hardcover)

Included in: High Varigal

Available as an option in: All rewards tier including 

a physical item except Gouvran and Greater Gouvran

Option (PDF): Free! Download it here.

Option (Printed): Add $30 to your pledge

MSRP: Not available in stores

This special edition of Book 0 Prologue 

was financed by a previous Kickstarter. 

The contents are the same, but it has a 

hard cover with a special design.
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Edition: Limited Edition (hardcover)

Included in: Osta-Baille Collector

Available as an option in: Ard-Amrach 

Collector

Option (PDF): Free! Download it here.

Option (Printed): Add $100 to your 

pledge (Book 0 Prologue Collector's 

Bundle)

MSRP: Not available 

in stores

The limited edition of Book 0 

Prologue was financed by the

backers of the second Shadows 

of Esteren Kickstarter 

campaign.It is a book with an embossed 

cover, all 600 copies of which are stamped 

and numbered. 

This offer also includes the following items: 

the Loch Varn poster, a set of clues for Prologue, 

a printed set of 6 premade Characters, Prologue 

Artworks (a set of 6 art prints), and a Prologue 

Bookmark.
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Edition: Standard (hardcover)

Included in: Varigal, High Varigal, 

Greater Gouvran, Osta-Baille Collector

Available as an option in: All rewards

tier including a physical item

Option (PDF): Add $20 to your pledge

Option (Printed): Add $45 to your

pledge

MSRP: $49.90

With this Kickstarter, you can get the 

Shadows of Esteren core book, a fully 

colored hardcover book of 286 pages

containing more than 150 illustrations. 

It gives a subjective description of the peninsula of Tri-Kazel

through the eyes of its inhabitants. It also includes the 

complete game system. You can check out an extract from

this book by downloading this file, or learn more about its

contents by reading this review on RPG net. 

This book has earned many awards since its release in 2012:

Best Core Book (DieHard Award 2012), Best Art (DieHard

Award 2012), Best Art (Gold ENnie Award 2013), 

Best Production Value (Gold ENnie Award 2013), Product of

the Year (Silver ENnie Award 2013), and more.
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Edition: Standard (hardcover)

Included in: Varigal, High Varigal, Greater Gouvran

Available as an option in: All rewards tier including a physical item

Option (PDF): Add $20 to your pledge

Option (Printed): Add $35 to your pledge

MSRP: $39.90

The standard edition of Book 2 Travels is a full color hardcover book of 196 pages. It includes

all the content of the first version of Book 2 Travels (descriptions of places, gallery of 

characters, scenarios, bestiary), with more than 100 pages of original content: new characters,

game aids on locations, additional rules for traveling, an augmented bestiary, and a large 

scenario written by Iris: “A Life Choice.”

Edition: Limited Edition (hardcover)

Included in: Ard-Amrach Collector, Osta-Baille Collector

Available as an option in: Unavailable

Option (PDF): Unavailable

Option (Printed): Unavailable

MSRP: Not available in stores 

The limited edition of Book 2 Travels was financed by the backers of the third Shadows of

Esteren Kickstarter campaign. It is a book with an embossed cover, all 600 copies of which

are stamped and numbered. This offer also includes the following items: the “Travels” Box

(A gorgeous 3-inch-tall box illustrated by Yvan “Gawain” Villeneuve, in which you can keep

your limited edition books), a set of game aids for the scenario “A Life Choice” in a folder

(maps and character portraits) and a set of 6 Travel Journals (four pages to complement the

standard Character Sheet on which the Players can take notes, write down the highlights 

of their games, and keep track of their traveling equipment).
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Edition: Standard (hardcover)

Included in: Tri-Kazelian, Varigal, Gouvran, High Varigal, Greater Gouvran

Available as an option in: Farl Collector, Gouvran, Ard-Amrach, Greater Gou-

vran, Seol Patron, High Seol Patron

Option (PDF): Unavailable

Option (Printed): Add $20 to your pledge

MSRP: Release in stores in late 2014/early 2015

Tuath is the fourth release of the Shadows of Esteren series. It is focused on the Temple faction

and features a large investigation scenario inspired by The Name of the Rose, as well as several

game aids. This 50 pages book comes with several sheets of clues, portraits of suspects, and game

aids for the Leader in a black folder (cheat sheets for the scenario, clues, etc.). Also includes a map

of the monastery.

Edition: Kickstarter Special Edition (hardcover)

Included in: Greater Tri-Kazelian

Available as an option in: All rewards tier including a physical 

item except Gouvran and Greater Gouvran

Option (PDF): Unavailable

Option (Printed): Add $30 to your pledge

MSRP: Not available in stores

The Kickstarter edition of the Monastery of Tuath sports a hard cover 

similar to that of the “The Black Rose” board game. It includes the same 

game aids as the standard version.
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Edition: Limited Edition (hardcover)

Included in: Farl Collector, Grenouille 

de Farl, Gouvran, Ard-Amrach, 

Greater Gouvran, Seol Patron, 

High Seol Patron, Osta-Baille Collector

Available as an option in: Unavailable

Option (PDF): Unavailable

Option (Printed): Unavailable

MSRP: Not available in stores

The limited edition of Book 2 Travels 

is a book with an embossed cover, 

all 600 copies of which are stamped 

and numbered. 

This offer also includes the following 

items:the Tuath game aids (clue cards, suspect 

cards, documentation for the Players), a special 

Daernic Miniature (35mm, resin, limited edition, sculpted 

by Roberto Chaudon), and the “Deduction” board game.
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Edition: Standard Edition 

Included in: Greater Shadows, High Shadows, 

Ard-Amrach Collector, Osta-Baille Collector

Available as an option in: All rewards tier 

Option (PDF): Add $15 to your pledge

Option (Printed): Unavailable

MSRP: Not available in stores

This PDF supplement was unlocked during the Kickstarter campaign dedicated

to Book 2 Travels. Contents include: 

4 canvases (short adventures), 4 signature NPCs, a game aid about haunted 

locations, a bestiary, and a large game aid about supernatural phenomena. 

This supplement spans a total of about 60 pages. 

This offer also includes 5 horrific short stories.
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Edition: Kickstarter Special Edition

Included in: High Varigal, Osta-Baille Collector

Available as an option in: All rewards tier including

a physical item.

Option (PDF): Unavailable

Option (Printed): Add $20 to your pledge

MSRP: Not available in stores

This supplement was financed thanks to the first Kickstarter. 

It features a three-section Game Leader screen, Leader game aids in a

folder (sanity and NPC management sheets, and magic power charts),

and a map of Tri-Kazel. The $20 option also includes the PDF version.

Edition: Kickstarter Special Edition

Included in: Osta-Baille Collector
Available as an option in: All rewards tier including a physical item except 

Gouvran and Greater Gouvran

Option (PDF): Unavailable

Option (Printed): Add $20 to your pledge

MSRP: Not available in stores

A set of approximately 30 cardboard tiles to create a map of the ruins in the Loch Varn 

scenario (featured in Book 0 Prologue), or to design your own maps. 

These tiles have been specially scaled for one-inch miniatures.
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Edition: Kickstarter Special Edition

Included in: No pledge

Available as an option in: All rewards tier including 

a physical item except Gouvran and Greater Gouvran

Option (PDF): Unavailable

Option (Printed): Add $10 to your pledge

MSRP: Not available in stores

Create your own game aids! Each card will be around 

10cm x 15cm (4 inches x 6 inches).

Edition: Limited Edition

Included in: High Varigal, Osta-Baille Collector

Available as an option in: All rewards tier including 

a physical item except Gouvran and Greater Gouvran

Option (PDF): Unavailable

Option (Printed): Add $20 to your pledge

MSRP: Not available in stores

These artworks are printed Shadows of Esteren illustrations. 

This set was unlocked during the first Kickstarter. 

Each set contains 6 reproductions in a special folder. 

A collector's item! 
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Edition: Limited Edition

Included in: Ard-Amrach, Osta-Baille Collector

Available as an option in: Unavailable

Option (PDF): Unavailable

Option (Printed): Unavailable

MSRP: Not available in stores

A set of 6 illustrations financed during the Book 0 Kickstarter

campaign. Each illustration can be used as a game aid for one 

of the scenarios of Book 0 Prologue.

Edition: Kickstarter Special Edition

Included in: High Varigal, Osta-Baille Collector

Available as an option in: All rewards tier including 

a physical item except Gouvran and Greater Gouvran

Option (PDF): Unavailable

Option (Printed): Add $15 to your pledge

MSRP: Not available in stores

These 4-section character sheets were designed and printed on 

the occasion of the first Kickstarter. 

Each set contains 6 character sheets and the PDF version.
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Edition: Kickstarter Special Edition

Included in: Ard-Amrach, Osta-Baille Collector

Available as an option in: All rewards tier including a physical item 

except Gouvran and Greater Gouvran

Option (PDF): Unavailable

Option (Printed): Add $15 to your pledge

MSRP: Not available in stores

Each Travel Journal is a 4-page addition to the standard Character Sheet on which 

the Players can take notes, write down the highlights of their games, and keep track 

of their traveling equipment. Each set contains 6 Travel Journals and the PDF version.

Edition: Kickstarter Special Edition

Included in: High Varigal, Osta-Baille Collector

Available as an option in: All rewards tier including 

a physical item except Gouvran and Greater Gouvran

Option (PDF): Unavailable

Option (Printed): Add $20 to your pledge

MSRP: Not available in stores

A gorgeous blue box with a community-voted design, 

perfect for storing your books!
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Edition: Limited Edition

Included in: No pledge

Available as an option in: Farl Collector (and Great Farl), 

Grenouille de Far (et Grosse Grenouille), Ard-Amrach Colelctor, 

Seol Patron and Osta-Baille Collector.

Option (PDF): Unavailable

Option (Printed): Add $10 to your pledge

MSRP: Unavailable

An exclusive card for the Esteren board game. This card will be "The Black Rose". 

This card is not required AT ALL to play, and you can fully enjoy the game without it, 

but it'll be a nice collector's bonus and will add a weird effect in the game! 

This item is available for free for the backers who spread the word about the Shadows.

Edition: Limited Edition

Included in: No pledge

Available as an option in: : Farl Collector (and Great Farl), 

Grenouille de Far (et Grosse Grenouille), Ard-Amrach Colelctor, 

Seol Patron and Osta-Baille Collector.

Option (PDF): Unavailable

Option (Printed): Add $5 to your pledge

MSRP: Unavailable

A special art print of the cover of the Black Rose board game. 

This item is available for free for the backers who spread the word about the Shadows.
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Edition: Limited Edition

Included in: No pledge

Available as an option in:
All reward tiers including a 

physical item, except Gouvran

Merchant and Greater Gouvran

Merchant.

Option (PDF): N/A

Option (Printed): 
Different options, see below

MSRP: Unavailable

Daols are the Esteren currency. There are three

different types : frost (silver), azure (bluish), and ember (bronze). The Daols are made of metal. 

All Daols have a size of 1.18 inch (3 cm). The rates are: 100 ember Daols = 10 azure Daols = 1 frost Daol.

Tri-Kazelian Bundle 
(15 Daols : $20): 

3 sets of 5 Daols of any types.

Emerald Crescent Bundle 
(45 Daols : $60 $50): 

9 sets of 5 Daols of any types.

Bramble Knight Bundle 
(90 Daols : $120 $90 ):  

18 sets of 5 Daols of any types.

It's simple: each bundle will get you from 3 to 18

sets of 5 Daols. Each set is made of 5 Daols of the

same type, and you decide the type of Daol for each

set. For example, if you take the Bramble Knight

Bundle, you can decide to take:

1 set (= 5 Daols) of frost Daols, 6 sets (= 30 Daols)

of azure Daols, and 11 sets (= 55 Daols) of ember

Daols;

OR 2 sets (= 10 Daols) of frost Daols, 3 sets 

(= 15 Daols) of azure Daols, and 13 sets (= 65 Daols)

of ember Daols;

etc.

At the end of the campaign, you will be asked to 

specify the exact contents of your Daol bundles. 

Of course, you can still take several bundles; 

for example 1 Bramble Knight and 2 Tri-Kazelians.
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Edition: Standard

Included in: Farl Collector, Grenouille de Farl, Gouvran, 

Ard-Amrach, Greater Gouvran, Seol Patron, High Seol Patron, 

Osta-Baille Collector

Available as an option in: All rewards tier including 

a physical item

Option (PDF): Unavailable

Option (Printed): Add $30 to your pledge

MSRP: Release in stores in late 2014/early 2015

The Black Rose is the first board game set in the Shadows of Esteren universe.

Taking place in the same setting as the official scenario Vengeful Words, 

written by Nelyhann, it is a 4- to 5-Player game, somewhere between 

Werewolf and Clue. The Black Rose is short and simple, putting the emphasis

on interaction between the Players. Unmask the culprit before it’s too late!
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Edition: Standard CD Album

Included in: Osta-Baille Collector
Available as an option in: All rewards tier including 

a physical item except Gouvran and Greater Gouvran

Option (MP3): Add $10 to your pledge (also available for Shadow, 

Greater Shadow and High Shadow)

Option (Printed): Add $20 to your pledge

MSRP: Not available in stores

Thanks to the amazing support of the backers of the Kickstarter for Book 0 Prologue, we have been able to make another run

of the CD album: a complete original soundtrack for Shadows of Esteren composed by Delphine Bois. You can listen to 

samples on the dedicated MySpace page or Soundcloud page.

Edition: Live in France, Novembre 30th 2013

Included in: Included in: Farl Collector, Grenouille de Farl, Ard-Amrach, 

Seol Patron, High Seol Patron, Osta-Baille Collector

Available as an option in: No pledge 

Option (MP3): Unavailable

Option (Printed): Unavailable

MSRP: Not available in stores

On November 30th 2013, a classical 

orchestra performed in Lyon, France.

It was the very first time that a live orchestra played a role-playing

game's OST. 30 musicians and as many choristers gave 

a memorable, thrilling performance of Dearg, the Esteren's 

campaign OST. The DVD will also includes the RISE 

private concert.
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Edition: Live in France, Novembre 30th 2013

Included in: No pledge

Available as an option in: All rewards tier except Gouvran and Greater Gouvran

Option (MP3): Add $10 to your pledge (also available for Shadow, Greater Shadow 

and High Shadow)

Option (Printed): Unavailable

MSRP: Not available in stores

Edition: Live in France, Novembre 30th 2013

Included in: No pledge

Available as an option in: All rewards tier except Gouvran and Greater Gouvran

Option (MP3): Add $10 to your pledge (also available for Shadow, Greater Shadow 

and High Shadow)

Option (Printed): Unavailable

MSRP: Not available in stores

Mp3 (or Hires FLAC files) of  Dearg Live (around 70 minutes of music), a symphonic album, OST of the Esteren campaign. It was

the very first time that a live orchestra played a role-playing game's OST. 30 musicians and as many choristers gave a great show.

Mp3 (or Hires FLAC files) of  Rise (around 35 minutes of music. 

It was a private concert and a preview of the third album for Esteren. 

RISE is being composed right now, and its exact release date is still 

to be determined. This concert allows listening to the majority 

of pieces that will be included in the album.
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Each miniature is delivered in a separate box, with its associated art print 

and authentication certificate like this:

Included in: Farl Collector, Grenouille de Farl, Ard-Amrach, Seol Patron,

High Seol Patron, Osta-Baille Collector

Available as an option in: Farl Collector, Grenouille de Farl, Ard-Amrach,

Seol Patron, High Seol Patron

Available as an option in: All rewards tier including a physical item except

Gouvran and Greater Gouvran

Option (Resin): Add $25 to your pledge

MSRP: Not available in stores

A resin miniature of Daernic, one of the signature characters of Book 2 Travels, sculpted

by Roberto Chaudon. Only 1,000 available worldwide.

Included in: Farl Collector, Grenouille de Farl, Ard-Amrach, Seol Patron,

High Seol Patron, Osta-Baille Collector

Available as an option in: Farl Collector, Grenouille de Farl, Ard-Amrach,

Seol Patron, High Seol Patron

Available as an option in: All rewards tier including a physical item except

Gouvran and Greater Gouvran

Option (Resin): Add $25 to your pledge

MSRP: Not available in stores

A resin miniature of Joris, one of the signature characters of Book 1 Universe, sculpted

by Roberto Chaudon. Only 1,000 available worldwide.
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Included in: Tuath Monk

Available as an option in: All rewards tier including a physical 

item except Gouvran and Greater Gouvran

Option (Resin): Add $25 to your pledge

MSRP: Not available in stores

A resin miniature of Joris, one of the signature characters of Book 1 Universe, 

sculpted by Roberto Chaudon. Only 1,000 available worldwide.

Included in: Tuath Monk

Available as an option in: Farl Collector, Grenouille de Farl, 

Ard-Amrach, Seol Patron, High Seol Patron

Option (Resin): Add $25 to your pledge

MSRP: Not available in stores

A resin miniature of Adeliane, one of the main characters of Book 1 Universe,

sculpted by Valentin Zak, aka Ammon. Only 1,000 available worldwide.
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